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Abstract

This paper presents the Kosh Suite, an API-centric framework designed to efficiently
manage and access lexical data. The Kosh Suite aims to address the challenges in
working with XML and lexical data, providing a flexible and customizable solution. The
Kosh Suite architecture features a backend powered by Elasticsearch, which forms the
foundation for efficient data management and retrieval. This backend offers two APIs per
dataset for accessing the lexical data - a REST API and a GraphQL API per dataset.
In addition, the Kosh Suite includes a frontend implemented in form of a React-based
user interface, ensuring a user-friendly experience and adaptability to various use cases.
Deployment specifications are described for the backend, with reference implementations
for FreeDict and Cologne Sanskrit Dictionaries (CDSD). Future enhancements include
asynchronous request handling using FastAPI, integration with CSV files, and leveraging
advancements in large language models (LLMs). These improvements have the potential to
significantly enhance the system’s performance and accessibility, promoting the integration
of underrepresented languages into mainstream LLMs.
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1. Introduction
1.1 An API-Centric Framework for Lexical Data

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) play a crucial role in enabling efficient data
exchange and remote functionality invocation among distributed applications. APIs,
through their well-documented, stable, and user-friendly services, present a sustainable
alternative to both monolithic web applications, which frequently pose maintenance
challenges, and data repositories, which necessitate computational processing for effective
use. According to Amundsen (2020) APIs reduce computational time and cost, facilitate
easier computations, and tackle previously unresolved issues. Importantly, APIs are
intended not only for application integration but also for human interaction. As such,
recognizing the target consumer and use case is of utmost importance. APIs accommodate
a wide array of devices and software stacks, including Java-enabled smartphone applications
and Python-based desktop programs. As a result, development efforts concentrate on the
data output and functionality of the API. This emphasis indirectly boosts the sustainability
of the underlying system supporting the API, as the computations take place within this
system rather than prioritizing data presentation. In case of system errors, all consumers
are affected, highlighting the necessity for a robust and dependable API infrastructure.
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As of Kosh’sR initial development (Mondaca et al., 2019b), and persisting until now, no
frameworks have been exclusively dedicated to APIs for lexical data. Lexical data, with its
inherent adaptability, can be applied in single-page dictionary applications, incorporated
into corpora, and utilized in diverse NLP tasks. While alternative tools, such as Lexonomy
(Měchura, 2017), permit users to create and publish dictionaries that can be integrated
into the CLARIN network or have their data downloaded in XML format, these tools
lack web API offerings. Despite the growing importance and application of APIs in the
industry (Medjaoui et al., 2021), such focus has not yet been reflected in the academic
advancements within the field of lexicography.

1.2 Background on XML and Lexical Data

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a popular serialization format for lexical data. The
hierarchical and structured format of XML allows lexicographers to represent complex
linguistic data in a clear and organized way, thus facilitating easier processing, query, and
share between different systems and applications. In addition, the standardization of XML
as a widely adopted format for data serialization lead to many tools and libraries being
available for parsing and processing XML data, making it a reliable and well-supported
choice for lexicographers. The extensibility of XML also makes it a beneficial choice for
digital lexicography, as it enables lexicographers to customize lexical data structures to
meet the specific needs of a given project. This allows for the creation of specialized
lexicons and dictionaries that cater to specific domains or user groups, and can be used in
a variety of contexts, such as natural language processing and machine translation. The
development of the TEI (Text Enconding Initiative) has been a relevant endeavor in the
digital humanities, as it provides a flexible model that can cover multiple needs of different
communities working with digital data. However, the flexibility of the TEI Guidelines (TEI
Consortium, 2023) for encoding dictionaries often results in inconsistent encoding, which
hinders the processing, analysis, and sharing of lexical data across systems and applications.
To address this challenge, TEI Lex-0 (Tasovac et al., 2018) was created to establish a
standardized and interoperable format for encoding lexical data within a community
of practice. TEI Lex-0 offers a baseline encoding and target format that ensures the
interoperability of heterogeneously encoded lexical resources, providing a lightweight and
standardized format for creating structured and machine-readable lexical resources. This
makes it easy for lexicographers to use and adopt while still adhering to a consistent model
for searching, visualizing, or enriching multiple lexical resources. The use of TEI Lex-0
enables the building and management of large-scale lexical infrastructures by facilitating
the creation of high-quality and interoperable lexical resources that can be easily processed,
analyzed, and shared across different systems and applications. XML-encoded lexical
datasets are commonly used due to their flexibility, hierarchical structure, cross-platform
compatibility, standardization, and extensibility. While TEI-encoded dictionaries are a
relevant part of the digital lexicography scholarly landscape, there are also many other types
of XML-encoded dictionaries used in academia and industrial contexts. These dictionaries
can have a wide range of structures, and searchable fields can vary greatly between them.
By initially focusing solely on XML as an input format, we could concentrate on designing
a straightforward and efficient framework. Although data in other formats must be
converted into XML to be used by Kosh, multiple tools are available for accomplishing
this transformation.

R ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2
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1.3 Motivation for the Kosh Suite

Since its inception in 2019, Kosh has been employed in various research and community
projects, including the Cologne Digital Sanskrit Dictionaries (2019), VedaWeb (Kiss et al.,
2019), Zoroastrian Middle Persian Corpus and Dictionary (MPCD) (Mondaca et al., 2022),
and FreeDictk. The VedaWeb project was the first to employ Kosh, linking every token
of the RigVeda to a lemma of Grassman’s dictionary (Grassmann, 1873) through a Kosh
API and its corresponding information (Mondaca et al., 2019a). The primary impetus
behind Kosh’s development was to foster the decentralization and increased utilization
of lexical data pertaining to datasets that are typically underrepresented in the digital
realm for various reasons. Although APIs enable developers and researchers to craft
bespoke applications that harness these APIs, it has been observed that numerous scholars
possessing XML-encoded lexical data often lack the necessary resources to devise user-
centric client applications tailored for data exploration and retrieval. To address this issue,
we have developed a client application as part of the Kosh Suite, which consumes and
visualizes data provided by the Kosh APIs, thus enabling users to search through the data.
By providing a user-friendly interface for accessing data, we aim to make consuming and
serving XML-encoded lexical data more accessible to researchers and scholars who may
not have the resources or expertise to develop their own applications for using the Kosh
APIs.

2. Architecture
2.1 Overview

The Kosh Suite is a comprehensive software framework designed to manage and access
lexical data in XML format. The structured nature of XML, facilitated by the use of
tags, allows for easy identification and navigation of different elements of the data. The
framework relies on Elasticsearch, a search engine that can be used to index lexical data,
making it easily searchable. Kosh provides two APIs per dataset: a REST (Representational
State Transfer) API (Fielding, 2000) and a GraphQL API (GraphQL, 2021). The REST
API allows for read operations on the indexed data and is easy to use with a wide range
of programming languages and frameworks. The GraphQL API allows clients to request
exactly the data they need and retrieve multiple resources in a single request. Using these
APIs, the Kosh frontend offers a user-friendly interface for searching and filtering the
indexed data. The Kosh Suite’s frontend is developed using Reactj and Tailwind CSS9,
offering a web-based user interface to search through the lexical data provided by the Kosh
APIs. Users have the ability to perform complex searches, filter results based on various
criteria, and view detailed information about the lexical entries. Additionally, users have
the option to configure the fields they wish to search on through a JSON file, ensuring
that the indexed data remains easily searchable.

k ?iiTb,ff7`22/B+iXQ`;f
j ?iiTb,ff`2�+iX/2p
9 ?iiTb,ffi�BHrBM/+bbX+QK
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2.2 Backend

2.2.1 Elasticsearch

Elasticsearch8 is an open-source distributed search engine that is specifically designed to
handle large datasets with high performance and scalability. It offers advanced features
such as full-text search, faceting, and geospatial search, which make it a popular choice
for indexing and searching large datasets. Elasticsearch is built on top of Apache Lucenee,
a powerful and widely used search library that provides advanced search capabilities. The
Elasticsearch platform is broadly used in various applications, including digital lexicography,
due to its ability to handle large datasets in near real-time. The full-text search capabilities
of Elasticsearch enable users to search for relevant data using natural language queries,
making it an ideal choice for indexing and searching textual data. In the context of the
Kosh Suite, Elasticsearch serves as the backend for indexing and searching lexical data
in XML format. The system’s ability to index large amounts of data quickly is crucial
for digital lexicography, which often deals with massive datasets. Elasticsearch’s full-text
search capabilities and real-time search enable complex searches and filtering based on
multiple criteria. Additionally, Elasticsearch’s distributed architecture facilitates easy
scaling of the system, enabling high availability and fault tolerance. The system can
be deployed across multiple nodes, providing redundancy and load balancing, making it
suitable for large-scale projects. Elasticsearch also offers APIs, making it easy to integrate
with other systems and applications, enhancing its flexibility and versatility.

2.2.2 REST API

A REST API is an interfacing standard for creating web services that enables commu-
nication between different systems. It follows a client-server architecture and allows for
read and write operations on the indexed data, making it easy to use with a wide range of
programming languages and frameworks. In the context of the Kosh Suite, the REST API
enables read-only access to the indexed lexical data in XML format. Kosh only accepts
HTTP GET requests on the REST API, as it is used for reading the indexed data. Users
can perform complex searches and filter results based on various criteria using the REST
API. It is designed to be easily integrated with other systems and applications, further
enhancing its versatility. OpenAPId provides a user-friendly interface for developers to
interact with the Kosh APIs. It offers a visual representation of the API’s endpoints and
parameters, making it easier to understand how to use the API. Additionally, OpenAPI
offers interactive documentation, allowing developers to test the API’s endpoints and view
the results in real-time. This feature saves time and improves efficiency as it eliminates
the need to manually test each endpoint using external tools.

2.2.3 GraphQL API

GraphQL is a query language that provides a more flexible approach to retrieving data
compared to traditional REST APIs. One of the key benefits of GraphQL for managing
lexical data in Kosh is its ability to allow clients to request only the data they need. This

8 ?iiTb,ffrrrX2H�biB+X+Qf2H�biB+b2�`+?f
e ?iiTb,ffHm+2M2X�T�+?2XQ`;
d ?iiTb,ffrrrXQT2M�TBbXQ`;
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means that clients can retrieve precisely the data they require without being limited by
the constraints of a fixed data structure. As a result, GraphQL provides greater flexibility
and reduces the amount of data that needs to be transferred over the network, which
can improve the efficiency of data retrieval. In the context of digital lexicography, this
flexibility is particularly valuable, as it allows lexicographers to create more complex data
structures without worrying about the impact on data retrieval performance. This can
enable the development of more advanced and customizable search interfaces for lexical
data. Additionally, the ability to perform nested queries enables clients to retrieve related
data in a single request, reducing the number of requests required to access all the necessary
data. The use of GraphQL in Kosh provides a powerful and flexible tool for managing
and retrieving lexical data.

2.3 Frontend

2.3.1 React-based User Interface

React is a widely-used and popular JavaScript library for building user interfaces (UIs).
Its component-based architecture enables high modularity and reusability in building UIs,
while its virtual DOM feature provides performance advantages by selectively updating
only the modified parts of the UI. Moreover, React boasts a vast ecosystem of libraries
and tools that facilitates rapid development of complex applications. When combined
with a GraphQL API, React offers various advantages that can enhance the performance
of web applications that manage large datasets, such as lexical data. By allowing clients
to request only the necessary data, GraphQL minimizes the volume of redundant data
transferred over the network, leading to faster data retrieval and improved application
performance. GraphQL’s capability to execute nested queries simplifies data fetching,
reducing the number of requests necessary to retrieve data. These benefits are especially
relevant when the network data is limited, as GraphQL streamlines data retrieval, resulting
in more efficient resource utilization, faster data loading times, and improved application
responsiveness. React’s component-based structure also promotes code efficiency and
reusability, supporting the development of scalable and efficient applications.

2.3.2 Tailwind CSS for UI-Customization

Tailwind CSS3 is a utility-first framework that offers more customization and flexibility
than alternatives like BootstrapN or FoundationRy. Its low-level utility classes can be
composed to create unique designs, and it offers a vast collection of predefined classes for
easy modification. It also provides responsive design classes for optimization across screen
sizes and devices. In the Kosh Suite, Tailwind is used for frontend development, offering
advantages such as easy customization, and responsive design options. This ensures a
user-friendly interface that remains accessible and usable across devices and platforms
while giving developers greater control over design and layout.

3 ?iiTb,ffi�BHrBM/+bbX+QK
N ?iiTb,ff;2i#QQibi`�TX+QK

Ry ?iiTb,ff;2iX7QmM/�iBQM
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3. Deployment
3.1 Backend

Kosh is designed to offer minimal prerequisites and an uncomplicated setup. It can be
deployed on Linux systems or through Docker. For deployment, Kosh requires a Kosh
dotfile, a JSON file with mappings, and it processes files in XML format.

3.1.1 Kosh Dotfile

This file provides details on: (i) the name of the dataset’s index; (ii) the location of
XML files containing lexical information; (iii) the location of the configuration JSON file,
utilized for parsing and configuring Elasticsearch; (iv) the title of the dataset; (v) any
other, additional metadata, that should be made available through the Kosh API.

3.1.2 JSON Mappings

The JSON file referenced from within a Kosh dotfile contains information about XML
nodes and their subnodes, specified in XPath 1.0 notation, which is used for indexing. It
also includes details about handling different data types, such as “keyword” for unprocessed
strings and “text” for preprocessed strings analyzed by Elasticsearch. Additionally, the
file provides instructions on handling arrays of elements and automatically generating
entry IDs if not present in the dictionary. Lastly, it outlines the default indexing behavior,
which involves indexing the entire entry without analyzing XML tags.

3.1.3 Endpoints

Kosh offers a REST and a GraphQL API for each dataset indexed, and it also indicates in
JSON which datasets are accessible for each Kosh instance. Each dataset comprises: (i)
information about the queryable fields, such as “id”, “lemma”, and “sense”; (ii) available
Elasticsearch query types, like “wildcard” and “prefix”; (iii) the number of entries available.
This endpoint information holds computational significance, as it can be utilized by other
applications, including the Kosh Suite frontend. For instance, detailed information about
each dataset is accessible at https://kosh.uni-koeln.de/api for all datasets deployed under
a specific Kosh instance. Similarly, individual datasets also contain this information, as
seen in https://kosh.uni-koeln.de/api/de_alcedo.

3.2 Frontend

Analogous to the backend, the frontend is deployed with a Docker container. As illustrated
in Section 3.1.3 Endpoints, the frontend capitalizes on the information furnished by Kosh’s
backend to dynamically generate user interface components for the purpose of querying
and exhibiting data provided by the backend. This distinctive attribute permits Kosh to
accommodate a diverse range of datasets while simultaneously affording users the flexibility
to establish naming conventions, as they possess the freedom to determine field names in
the JSON file delivered to the backend.
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4. Reference Implementations
4.1 FreeDict

4.1.1 About FreeDict

The FreeDict project aims to serve as the preeminent repository for free bilingual dictio-
naries. These resources not only come at no cost but also confer the rights to examine,
modify, and adapt them, provided that users extend these liberties to others. Established
in 2000, FreeDict currently offers a compendium of more than 200 multilingual dictio-
naries, spanning approximately 45 languages, with its continuous growth thanks to the
contributions of its members.

4.1.2 FreeDict Implementation

Freedict hosts its hand-written dictionaries in TEI format on GitHub, while also provides
a comprehensive list of all its dictionaries in JSON format. There is a repository on
GitHub that generates the necessary data for Kosh, including Kosh dotfiles and JSON
files, to enable deploymentRR. The implementation of this repository facilitates continuous
monitoring of updates to the database, thereby ensuring synchronization between both
Kosh and the FreeDicts. Kosh APIs generated for FreeDict are available at: https:
//kosh.uni-koeln.de/freedict

4.2 Cologne Digital Sanskrit Dictionaries (CDSD)

4.2.1 About the CDSD

The Cologne Digital Sanskrit Dictionaries (CDSD) project began with the efforts of
Thomas Malten from the University of Cologne in 1994, initially focusing on digitizing the
Monier-Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Monier-Williams, 1899). As of now, the
project boasts a collection of 38 dictionaries. The CDSD portal relies on data hosted on
GitHubRk, where a diverse team of scholars and users from around the world work together
to maintain and improve the available information.

4.2.2 CDSD Implementation

The CDSD project initially utilized a unique markup language for encoding. Presently,
the dictionaries on the CDSD are derived from XML files that have been transformed
using various scripts, available on a GitHub repositoryRj. We employ these repositories in
conjunction with a third oneR9 to generate the required JSON and Kosh dotfiles essential
for deploying these dictionaries with Kosh. Access to the Kosh CDSD APIs is available at:
https://kosh.uni-koeln.de/cdsd
RR ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKf7`22/B+if7/@FQb?
Rk ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKfb�MbF`Bi@H2tB+QMf+bH@Q`B;fi`22fK�bi2`fpyk
Rj ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKfb�MbF`Bi@H2tB+QMf+bH@TvrQ`F
R9 ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKf++2?f+bH@FQb?
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5. Exploring Search Queries

In this section, we provide a variety of search examples that can be used with Kosh,
illustrating both GraphQL and REST queries. For GraphQL, the necessary parameters to
be inputted by the user for effective interaction with the GraphiQL interface are explicitly
provided.

1. Term: The term query finds documents that contain the exact term specified in
the field specified. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/2n�H+2/Qf`2bi7mHf2Mi`
B2b\7B2H/4H2KK��[m2`v4b�MiB�;Q�[m2`vnivT24i2`K�bBx24ky

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/2n�H+2/Qf;`�T?[H
&

2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, i2`K-
[m2`v, ]b�MiB�;Q]-
7B2H/, H2KK�-
bBx2, kyV &
H2KK�
b2Mb2

'
'

2. Fuzzy: The fuzzy query generates all possible matching terms that are within a
certain maximum edit distance, allowing for variations in the terms. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/2n�H+2/Qf`2bi7mHf2Mi`
B2b\7B2H/4H2KK��[m2`v4B+��[m2`vnivT247mxxv�bBx248y

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/2n�H+2/Qf;`�T?[H
&
2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, 7mxxv-
[m2`v, ]B+�]-
7B2H/, H2KK�-
bBx2, 8yV &
H2KK�
b2Mb2

'
'

3. Match: The match query is a standard query that is useful for single word and
phrase queries. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/m+�M;2f`2bi7mHf2Mi`B2
b\7B2H/4tKH�[m2`v4pBBbTm#HB+Bb�[m2`vnivT24K�i+?�bBx24jy

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/m+�M;2f;`�T?[H
&
2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, K�i+?-
[m2`v, ]pBBb Tm#HB+Bb]-
7B2H/, tKH-
bBx2, jyV &
H2KK�
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tKH
'

'

4. Match Phrase: The match phrase query is like match, but it only returns documents
where the matched words are in the order specified in the query. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/2n�H+2/Qf`2bi7mHf2Mi`
B2b\7B2H/4b2Mb2�[m2`v4`2vMQ/2+?BH2�[m2`vnivT24K�i+?nT?`�b2�bBx
24jyy

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/2n�H+2/Qf;`�T?[H
&
2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, K�i+?nT?`�b2-
[m2`v, ]`2vMQ /2 +?BH2]-
7B2H/, b2Mb2-
bBx2, jyyV &
H2KK�
b2Mb2

'
'

5. Prefix: The prefix query matches documents where the value of the specified field
begins with that prefix. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf?Q2MB;f`2bi7mHf2Mi`B2b
\7B2H/4H2KK�nFb?�[m2`v4>�m�[m2`vnivT24T`27Bt�bBx24ky

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf?Q2MB;f;`�T?[H
&
2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, T`27Bt-
[m2`v, ]>�m]-
7B2H/, H2KK�nFb?-
bBx2, kyV &
H2KK�Eb?
i`�MbH�iBQM.2m

'
'

6. Wildcard: The wildcard query matches documents where the specified field matches
a wildcard expression. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/m+�M;2f`2bi7mHf2Mi`B2
b\7B2H/4H2KK��[m2`v42 2M�[m2`vnivT24rBH/+�`/�bBx248y

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBf/m+�M;2f;`�T?[H
&
2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, rBH/+�`/-
[m2`v, ]2 2M]
7B2H/, H2KK�-
bBx2, 8yV &
H2KK�

'
'
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7. Regexp: The regexp query matches documents where the specified field matches a
regular expression. Examples:

• RESTful: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBfimMB+Qf`2bi7mHf2Mi`B2b
\7B2H/4H2KK��[m2`v4/X K�[m2`vnivT24`2;2tT�bBx248y

• GraphQL: ?iiTb,ffFQb?XmMB@FQ2HMX/2f�TBfimMB+Qf;`�T?[H
&
2Mi`B2bU[m2`vhvT2, `2;2tT-
[m2`v, ]/X K]-
7B2H/, H2KK�-
bBx2, 8yV &
H2KK�
i`�Mb1M

'
'

6. Future Directions and Enhancements
6.1 Backend

6.1.1 Asynchronous Request Handling

Our objective is to improve Kosh by integrating asynchronous capabilities. To accomplish
this, we will migrate from the existing web framework, FlaskR8, to FastAPIRe. FastAPI is
an asynchronous web framework that delivers a notable performance boost. It inherently
supports REST and accommodates GraphQL through the StrawberryRd library. Moreover,
we intend to introduce asynchronous queries in Elasticsearch and implement nested fields.
The nested field type, a specialized version of the object data type, enables the indexing
of object arrays in a manner that allows them to be queried separately from one another.
These changes are anticipated to significantly enhance the system’s overall performance
and usability.

6.1.2 Integration with CSV Files

Drawing upon our expertise in the Zoroastrian Middle Persian Corpus and Dictionary
(MPCD) project, as well as collaborations with other scholars, it has been observed that
numerous researchers maintain their lexical data utilizing CSV files. While it is feasible to
convert this data into XML format, this task imposes additional workload. Consequently,
we endeavor to develop a methodology for directly incorporating data from spreadsheets
into Kosh.

6.1.3 Integration with Large Language Models

Recent advancements in the field of large language models (LLMs) present a promising
landscape for APIs handling natural language processing data in the upcoming future. The
R8 ?iiTb,ff~�bFXT�HH2ibT`QD2+ibX+QKf2MfkXkXt
Re ?iiTb,ff7�bi�TBXiB�M;QHQX+QK
Rd ?iiTb,ffbi`�r#2``vX`Q+Fbf/Q+bfBMi2;`�iBQMbf7�bi�TB
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progress in this domain is unparalleled, given the rapidity and depth of the transformations
witnessed in recent months. Toolformer (Schick et al., 2023), a model designed to determine
which APIs to invoke, when to initiate them, which arguments to transmit, and how to
optimally integrate the outcomes into subsequent token predictions, operates in a self-
supervised manner, necessitating only a few demonstrations for each API. The researchers
trained a GPT-J model akin to GPT-3, albeit with significantly fewer parameters—6B
compared to 175B—and achieved comparable results to GPT-3 across various benchmarks.
Furthermore, OpenAI is incorporating external APIs into Chat-GPT, adhering to the
methodology delineated in Toolformer, and accessing external APIs through plugins.
Although plugin access remains in limited beta at the time of writing, the initial draft
outlining the creation of a Chat-GPT plugin has been released. The prevailing specification
employs Open-API, or Swagger, which is also utilized by Kosh for their REST APIs. While
this specification may evolve and encompass GraphQL in the future, it is likely to remain the
standard employed by Chat-GPT and other LLMs. This development is highly propitious
for the evolution of Kosh and the integration of knowledge from underrepresented languages
into mainstream LLMs.
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